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The revolutionary platform design of this new lifeguard chair enhances the lifeguard’s ability to effectively monitor facility patrons.

Innovative design allows for all lifeguard safety equipment to be within arm’s reach.

EVERONDACK
EMMOBILIZE™
RESCUE 7
PLASTIC BACKBOARD

INNOVATIVE BACKBOARD DESIGN IS LIGHTWEIGHT AND STABLE. GUARANTEED TO OUTLAST ANY COMPARABLE BACKBOARD SYSTEM!
Patent Pending

LIFEGUARD FIRST RESPONDER BAG
THE 7 REASONS
THE SEAL QUIK™ IS THE BEST SEAL MASK HANDS DOWN!

1. COLOR-CODED O² INLET
2. OPTIONAL USE HEAD STRAP
3. OBSTRUCTION FREE ONE-WAY VALVE
4. RECESSED AIR REFILL VALVE
5. PATIENT AIRWAY DIRECT O² INLET
6. 360° GRIP EASY™ HAND PLACEMENT
7. CLEAR DESIGN FOR PATIENT MONITORING

Patent Pending